[Lung function reference data in school-age children].
The practical interpretation of lung function data depends to a very great extent on the quality of reference values. From a population of n = 2615 schoolchildren between 6 and 12 years of age 15,404 lung function measurements were taken in accordance with commonly accepted guidelines. In the present study the validity of reference equations from the literature is examined with regard to our measured data. Employing linear regression analysis, the natural logarithm (ln) of forced vital capacity in ml (FVC) and expiratory volume in one second in ml (FEV1) were explained on the basis of the equation ln y = a + b* ln x (y = FVC, FEV1 (ml); x = height (cm)). Analyses were performed for girls (lnFVC = -4.8789 + 2.5504* lnheight, lnFEV1 = -4.3078 + 2.4070* lnheight) and boys (lnFVC = -4.5241 + 2.4917* lnheight, lnFEV1 = -3.7338 + 2.2985* lnheight), separately. Our coefficients correspond best to the literature dealing with a population of the same age group. On the other hand, for example, if reference values are derived from equations from the literature for the age group 6 to 18 years, they result at 6 years in an underestimation of the volume measured by us (FVC -150 ml) and at 12 years to an overestimation (FVC + 120 ml). The extent of the proven systematic deviations of the reference values from the measured values is of clinical and epidemiological relevance. To avoid misinterpretations, special reference values should be applied for preadolescents, at least with regard to FVC and FEV1.